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The problem of the originality of national schools of art is one of the
fundamental questions, not only in art history but also in artistic practice,
because its solution allows determination of the type of artistic
phenomenon and, as a result, the source of idiosyncrasies in the school’s
creative method and style.
In the terminology of art, a “school” (from Greek and Latin skholē leisure, occupation, reading, conversation) is defined as “a long-term artistic
unity, continuity of traditions, principles and methods.”1 In art history, this
term carries multi-levelled meanings, but it always underlines commonality,
alongside uniqueness and originality. The term may be applied, firstly, to the
art of a country; secondly, to the art of a particular geographical area or city,
(in cases where it is marked by the obvious originality of features) within the
limits of definite chronological boundaries; thirdly, to a group of painters
similar in their creative position; or fourthly, to a group of students or
disciples of a master.2
The first attempts to classify schools according to their type can be
traced back to antiquity. Such classifications developed further, particularly
in the art history of the Renaissance epoch, for instance, in the application
of terms such as “the Sienese School,”3 “the Florentine School,” “the
Venetian school,” and so on. As applied to the art of the 19th century, a
broader, national application of the term came to prevail, for instance, “the
Russian School.”4 National art history of the 20th century interprets the
school of art as a category of historical-artistic process which, being
localised in time and space in accordance with chronological, territorial and
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geographical principles, finds reflection in national (regional) art.5 According
to T. M. Stepanskaya, the basic features of the Russian School of easel
painting are: the presence of common motifs; the stability of compositional
schemes; the common character of coloristic developments; the relatedness
of textural developments; the presence of facts of mastering general motifs
in aquarelle, lithography and linoleum engraving; and also the significant
role of landscape painting as a spiritual constituent of the picture.6 In this
regard, the significance of artistic traditions and their role in developing the
artistic canon is great, as such traditions are smoothly absorbed into the
systems of the school itself offering, on the one hand, their unique
characteristics and a way in to the study of the school’s national
idiosyncrasies and, on the other, their particular ethnocultural memory.7
The term “Russian style” is used in native art studies to describe the
creative works of masters who draw upon traditions from Russian national
art. The notions “Russian,” “Russian tradition” and “national identity” are
connected with native Russian artistic traditions, reflecting the originality of
sources from within Russian culture.8 There is a theory that the originality
of the Russian School arises from the mutual influence of two spatialtemporal models: the archaic-mythological or folklore model and the
national-spatial model.9
The archaic-mythological (folklore) model is characterised by its
connection with Slavonic pagan mythological traditions.10 Material for its
reconstruction is provided by the analysis of folkloric works and the study
of the more archaic and stable images in Russian decorative and applied
arts. The national-spatial model of the world arises within the context of
two influences. Firstly, there is the influence of natural-geographical factors
(character of the landscape, typical climate, hours of daylight, local flora,
etc.) which form not only the subject matter but also a number of
archetypical images and, consequently, shape the worldview of Russian
painters. Secondly, there are historical-ethnographical factors (specific
location within the territory, population density, prior types of labour
activity, threatening factors relating to the survival of the artist’s ethnos).
Essentially, the author of this theory, E. S. Medkova, insists on the role of
ethnocultural tradition as a source of the national distinctiveness of the
Russian School.11
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V. M. Petrov, an expert in fine arts, offers a hypothesis regarding the
role of geographical space: where different national cultures function,
individual styles of each national school arise.12 He suggests that the
particular preferences of the Russian School have their roots in geographical
circumstances, and their distinctiveness is determined according to the
prevalent national “light-colour model.” The “light-colour model” is based
on the concept that sunlight occupies a central position in the system of
humanity’s visual life. With regards to local peculiarities of sunlight, Russia
is a northern domain, whose light-colour model is characterised by diffuse
solar rays; consequently, its model tends towards the use of white. The
Russian school, in the opinion of investigators, can be characterised by the
trinity of white, red and green.13 In the authors’ opinion, art in practice
prevents the literal confirmation of this hypothesis, as artists’ interpretation
of the surrounding world is characterised by variety and individuality of
perception, creative method and style.
Historical circumstances prevented it from becoming the leading
artistic idea of the epoch and creating a stable and mature tradition. As well
as everyday themes, the emerging Russian genre painting was also
characterised by a diversity of narrative material and a search for stylistic
individuality. Y. V. Bruk states that the “genre issue in Russian art is a
problem of art seeking a way into national life.”14 This was reflected in
genre paintings of the mid-18th century: in pictures of Russian life, the
“costume tableaus”15 of J. Le Prince, the depiction of Moscow streets by J.
Develi, national portraits and “heads”16 by P. Rotari, and sketches of
Russian peasants by A. Losenko. The second half of the 18th century saw
efforts to distinguish the purely genre picture from other types, thus around
this time the first examples of Russian genre painting appear. In 1770, the
Academy of Arts started a “homework” class.
Two of M. Shibanov’s works, The Peasant Dinner (1774) and The
Celebration of the Wedding Contract (1777), are considered to represent the
origin of ethnographical themes in Russian genre painting. The pictures are
held by the State Tretyakov Gallery.17 Let us consider the composition of
Petrov 2004, p. 32.
Ibid., p. 32-34.
13 Ibid., p. 32.
12 Ibid., p. 32-34.
14 Bruk 1990, p. 231.
15 Costume tableau: a theme in Russian fine art of the 18th-first half of the 19th century.
16 The head: a type of small picture, where young girls, women and youths are depicted as
far down as the shoulder or breast.
17 The State Tretyakov Gallery: A Federal State Budgetary Cultural Institution “All-Russian
Museum Association The State Tretyakov Gallery” (STG), Moscow, Russia.
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the picture The Peasant Dinner. We see the scene, full of inner significance
and almost ritual solemnity. An old woman puts a dish of food on the table
with gravity, whilst a young peasant is cutting the bread. His soft glance is
turned to his wife, who has taken off her quilted jacket, and is gazing
admiringly at her child. There is a feeling that she attracts him with her
careful movements. Her face is lit with the expression of motherliness and
hidden sadness. This barely perceptible expression, subtle, coming from
eyes, adds to the heroine’s spirituality. Essentially, in this picture, Shibanov
conveys the poetry of peasant life and, at the same time, its hidden sadness.
The figures are depicted full-sized; they are placed in a group, close to
each other. The action comes to the foreground. There is magnanimity in
the position of the figures, in their calm actions. The location of the figures
is subject to the rules of circular composition: the lines of silhouettes repeat
each other, connecting individual figures to an organic whole. The detailed
depictions of ordinary items such as a bowl food, a loaf of brown bread and
the icon in the corner are attributes personifying the fundamental principles
of peasant life. The graphic structure of the picture, the balance of colours
in red-brown and golden-pink shades conjure thoughts of Russian
ethnocultural traditions as a possible source of inspiration for the Russian
master.
An ethnographical approach is also evident in Shibanov’s Celebration of
the Wedding Contract. The authors specifically highlight this picture from
amongst all the artistic heritage of the 18th century for the way in which it
demonstrates the painter’s interest in depicting scenes from peasant life,
underlining the peculiarities of everyday life typical of that district. The
precision with which the costumes and headgear worn by Suzdalian peasant
women are depicted, not to mention the detail in the embroidered motifs of
the bride’s dress, follows from this.
The picture’s compositional structure has the following features: the
location of figures is symmetrical with the main figures - the bridal pair - in
the centre; they are emphasised by light and colour, in full accordance with
academic rules. Seated male figures on the right and left denote the
foreground, while a woman in a smart kokoshnik (decorative head-dress) is
placed behind the young pair. The compositional and colouristic layout
indicates the impact of the principles of historical painting. Y. V. Bruk
correlates this phenomenon with general tendencies in Russian artistic
culture:
“In their drive for authenticity, the Shibanov’s pictures find their place in
the range of such phenomena of Russian culture in 1779 as the first
collections of national songs; the first ‘dictionaries’ and ‘lexicons’ providing
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descriptions of folk festivals, plays, legends and superstitions; [and] the first
comic operas, where vernaculars and dialects are used.”18

Art historians of the 19th century agree that Russian genre painting
begins with the works of A. G. Venetsianov (1780-1847).19 The novelty of
their ethnographical narrative and the originality of their artistic manner
ensured the persistent significance of these works for many decades to
come; indeed, they are seen as defining the national originality of the
Russian School. Russian genre painting is seen as a variant of the peasant
genre. In Russian genre painting, peasant scenes are accompanied by nature,
set against a background depicting the landscape. The fine art expert M.
Allenova characterises the value of Venetsianov’s artistic heritage, writing:
“Through his works, Russian art attained its picturesque language, its
patterns of rhythm and colour, where not only the ‘face’ was expressed, but
also the character, ‘the soul’ of Russian nature - the plain rural landscape of
the Russian interior with a dim high sky, long soft lines [and] the
melancholic colour of a monotonous desolate vastness.”20

Canvases of the artist such as In the Field: Spring (1820), During Harvesting:
Summer (1820), The Soldier’s Return (1830) and Zakharka (1825), testify to this.
The determination of nationalist issues resulted in the development of
national-historical painting in the Russian fine art of the mid-19th century.21
This theme was vividly expressed in the arts of historical and genre painting,
which were closely interrelated. National-historical narratives were subject
to significant change, but one that remained constant over a long period of
time was the connection of historical themes with modernity. As the art
historian, A Benois, states, “Historicism, as if embedded in modernity,
became the internal property of art, overcoming genre boundaries.”22
In the second half of the 19th century, the development of the Russian
School took place under conditions of the formation of a national identity
and the search for a new, personal identity by the Russian man; a movement
which found personification in images of Russian nature. In academic
literature, there is no definitive agreement on either the chronological
boundaries of the Russian landscape painting tradition or the content of this
genre. Among the variety of viewpoints, the fundamental one is the
comparative-historical concept, developed by A. A. Fedorov-Davydov,23 F.
S. Maltseva,24 V. S. Manin25 and V. A. Lenyashin.26 Defining the
Bruk 1990, p. 231.
Yakovleva 2005, p. 13.
20 Allenova 2008, p. 100.
21 Yakovleva 2005, p. 17.
22 Benua 1998, p. 33.
23 Fedorov-Davydov 1986.
24 Maltseva 1952.
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chronological frame, these academics state that Russian landscape painting
existed as an independent genre from the 18th century, but its original
national character formed gradually during the 19th century, and it was not
until the second half of the 19th century that a mature school of Russian
landscape painting began to develop, in which national artistic traditions
were manifested in the depiction of nature. The artistic canon which forms
this school has a particular dynamic. However, in its semantic, historicaltypological and stylistic aspects, it is defined by certain limits, conditioned
by historical-ethnographic and geographical factors. The beginning and
peak of the Russian school of landscape painting is represented by the
creativity of the Itinerants (Peredvizhniki) of the second half of the 19th
century, such as A. K. Savrasov, I. I. Shishkin, V. A. Vasilyev, V. D.
Polenov, I. I. Levitan and A. I. Kuindzhy. This was a period of intense
development of the Russian style of landscape painting; it became a
dominant genre within the fine arts of Russia and a central example of
artistic integrity, a way to express not only aesthetic, but also social, moral,
civil, patriotic, philosophical and religious ideas.
According to Russian academic tradition, realism, as a creative
method, constitutes the conceptual basis of Russian landscape painting
and determines its style, the range of themes and motifs, and the artistic
means of expression. With regards to artistic content, the typical general
feature is the use of motifs of the natural landscape of provincial Russia.
Epic context is conveyed through the depiction of forest areas, boundless
plains, roads and large expanses of water. The views of Russian villages
are lyrical, as well as the paths covered with snow, forest edges and small
pools; sunny mornings or midday scenes - transient states of nature convey the feeling of tranquillity. The lyrical style of Russian landscape
painting initiated by A. K. Savrasov was developed to its highest peak in
the creative works of I. I. Levitan and K. A. Korovin, the masters of the
Russian Painters’ Union; the epic style grew out of the creative work of I.
I. Shishkin, A. F. Vasnetsov and others.
As an example, let us consider the variety of artistic approaches to the
World Tree image. In the creative work of I. I. Shishkin, this image occurs
through motifs of forests of conifers (fir, pine) and deciduous woods.
Published recollections of his contemporaries testify that, “Shishkin was a
phenomenal expert in and lover of the forest. He knew the anatomy of
different species of trees perfectly.”27 The work Oak Wood (1887) offers a
deep sense of the oaks as a symbol of immortality and endurance; they are
Manin 2000.
Lenyashin 1985.
27 Allenova 2008, p. 367.
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similar to strong, wise old men, with young trees nearby, approaching them.
The image of the World Tree appears here in genealogical divisions: from
the forefathers to the current generation to the descendants (temporal
sphere). Another variant of such interactions can be found in canvases
where the dominant motif is of pines, a symbol of inviolability and long life,
for instance, Pine Forest: Mast Timber (1872), Pine Forest (1885), A Morning in
the Pine Forest (1889) and A Pine (1892). As a formal principle in his works,
the painter uses features of Russian realist landscape painting: mytho-poetic
imagery, monumentality, panoramic characteristics, planned nature,
precision of detail, light-and-dark modelling, line and silhouette. Shishkin’s
forest landscapes offer a stable and majestic worldview.
The World Tree motif is also a conceptual constant of the landscapes
of A. K. Savrasov. The picture The Rooks Come Flying (1871) presents the
author’s artistic reconstruction of this archetype: the trees join different
levels of the world order, but are connected by means of the birds. The
creative work of I. I. Levitan illustrates another angle in the interpretation
of the tree motif. In his lyrical landscapes Birchwood (1885-1889) and Over the
Eternal Peace (1894), realistic motifs of nature present a special world of
complex mood. Ethnocultural motifs help the author to create a national
colour and to deepen the ethnopsychological constituent of images. A
striving for monumentality and epicism in landscape painting was dictated
by the character of the Russian nationalist ethos, as well as the academic
principles of the Russian School.
A particular feature of the artistic imagery of Russian realist landscape
painting is the depiction of depth: a three-dimensional system of spatial
composition is the one of the tradition’s most stable aspects. The
foreground, as a rule, is more energetic in terms of the colour, contrast,
detail and depth of objects. Further back, the characteristics of objects
become less prominent. They become softened by air and light. Moving
away from the viewer, objects lose their depth; their colours become less
intense, acquiring the shades of atmospheric mist.
Another consistent feature of Russian landscape painting is the
tradition of reproducing the colours of natural objects, taking into
consideration their tonal relationships and state of illumination. The
tradition is pictorial, based on the conditions of nature, out in the open air.
One major artistic contribution by Russian landscape painters lies in their
development of techniques for tonal painting. Two types of tonal colouring
were developed: dramatic, based on the contrast between light and
shadow; and colour-based, utilising the contrast between colour tones.
The main tendency of open-air transformations in Russian painting of the
period from 1880 to 1890 was the move towards a life-like, threedimensional environment, which was reflected in the formation of the
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decorative tradition (A. I. Kuindzhy). In the composition of such landscape
paintings, colour saturation was deepened in order to underline the
conceptual accent and increase the emotional resonance of the artistic
image.
Painting technique is another important aspect of the Russian
landscape painting tradition; specifically, in the way the painter lays patches
of colour onto the canvas. The main pictorial techniques of the Russian
school of landscape painting were oil painting, watercolour, tempera and
pastel drawing. The dominant artistic form was the picturesque landscape
executed in an oil painting.
At the turn of 21st century, as the source of originality in Russian
national artistic heritage again became an urgent problem, the phenomena
of late 19th-early 20th century Russian art received renewed academic
interest. If it is possible to juxtapose the facts of artistic life with the
features of this epochal period, then the crisis in structure can be described
as being connected to changes in the way of thinking, to the transition to a
new philosophical model of perception of the world, to new images of man
and the world. Historians of art note that for the (then) modern artistic
image, an integral philosophical-aesthetic concept was required, based on
which new artistic devices could be developed. Striving to create a national
artistic style had become the main direction for painters by the end of the
19th century. This became the modern or new style in Russia.28
In the search for a national style, the painters of the late 19th-early 20th
century looked to the ethnocultural heritage of Ancient Rus. In their artistic
interpretation of Russian ethnocultural traditions, art historians distinguish
three stages: 1. folklore-realistic (1880s-1890s); 2. decorative-stylised (end of
the 1890s - mid-1900s [decade]); 3. retropectivism (mid-1900s to mid1910s). It should be noted that due to the large volume of extant material
on this topic, the authors have limited themselves to the most typical
examples which demonstrate the general concepts and typical features of
the Russian School.
The activities of the Abramtsevsky Colony (1878) played a significant
role in the actualisation of Russian ethnocultural traditions in art. At
different times, A. M. Vasnetsov, M. V. Vrubel, K. A. Korovin, I. I. Levitan
and others were all members of this club. The activity of these painters was
connected to the renewal of folk crafts and the search for a national style.
The artists connected folklore with the enrichment of realism and the
revision of genres with fine art. The researcher V. I. Plotnikov in his
monograph Folklore and Russian Fine Arts in the Second Half of the 19th Century
28
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distinguished two directions in the activity of the club: 1. national-folklore;
2. landscape-open-air.29
The analysis of Russian fine art around the turn of the 20th century
makes it possible to distinguish ethnocultural archetypes and mythological
images. In the perception of Russian painters, the landscape is the origin: it
is given semantic meaning, imbued with numerous subtexts relating to vital
topics of Russian thought in the spheres of philosophy, aesthetics, morality
and artistic cognition of the world. V. M. Vasnetsov, N. K. Rerikh, I. I.
Biblin, M. A. Vrubel and A. P. Ryabushkin added a new element to fine art
through the selection and interpretation of ethnocultural material. Russian
folklore became the main object for artistic presentation. Narratives and
motifs such as the World Tree, stones, images of mythological birds,
characters from fairy tales and epic heroes were depicted based on the
principles of Russian realist painting. Alongside this, an improvisational
element appeared more actively in the systems of artistic imagery which
suited the character of national folklore. Thus, for instance, a motif of a
stone, connected in ethnocultural tradition with the selection of a path,
forms a semantic element of works such as A Knight at the Crossroads by V.
M. Vasnetsov, About Ivan Tsarevich, The Firebird and Big Bad Wolf by I. Y.
Biblin, A Giant’s Tomb by N. K. Rerikh and Sitting Demon by M. A. Vrubel.
Art critic S. K. Makovsky suggests that “in Vrubel’s painting, there is
something stony. Does his Sitting Demon, created in 1890, not appear from
the chaos of monstrous stalactites?… Is Vrubel’s “Pan” not carven from
stone ten years later …? Vrubel’s “Bogatyr” is the same: … the horse
appears as if sculpted from a primitive block.”30 The image of sacred stone
also appears in the N. K. Rerikh’s painting The Treasures of Angels (1905). The
spatial composition of this work is reminiscent of icon-painting: the sacred
stone is depicted at the base of the picture, on earth, and the figure of the
Angel is located near it; rows of angels stand in the central part of the
composition with trees full of mythical birds rising above them; the top
layer is taken by New Jerusalem with its white-stone walls. The play of light
and shadow on the sacred stone, angels’ wings, and tops of trees is
communicated through the contrast of golden and emerald hues. In its
entirety, the compositional structure of N. K. Rerikh’s canvas is aimed at
revealing the symbolic content of the image, as is further proved by
examining his other works Ilya of Murom, The Holy Procopius who is Praying for
the Unknown, Floating Everlasting Expectation.
The motifs of sun, birth, roads and the cycles of nature are applied as
symbols-signs in the creative works of the Russian Symbolist painters.
29
30
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Metaphorical and associative approaches appear in folkloric pictures by M.
A. Vrubel (Tsarevna Volkhova) and V. M. Vasnetsov (Three Tsarevnas of the
Underworld, Sirin and Alkonost). A comparative analysis of these pieces with
the works of I. I. Shishkin and I. I. Levitan shows that the conventionalornamental form, as distinct from artistic realism oriented towards threedimensional space, corresponds more closely to the symbolic content of
modern art. It should be mentioned that in V. M. Vasnetsov’s works Sirin
and Alkonost, The Song of Joy and Sadness (1896) and Gamayun (1898), the
dominant motif is that of mythological birds. In Russian ecclesiastical
poems, the sirin is a bird-maiden who comes to earth from heaven and
fascinates people with her singing. In Slavonic mythology, the sirin is a
wondrous bird who drives away sorrow and grief. The gamayun in Russian
folklore is a prophetic bird thatcan speak. Its name comes from “gam” or
“cam,” which is also the root of the words “quack” and “shaman.” In Old
Russian tradition, Gamayun served Volos and Kolyada. V. M. Vasnetsov
is considered in art history to be one of the most important
representatives of the national-folklore movement, having had significant
impact on the development of fairytale-mythological themes in Russian
art.31 Further evidence for this is provided by the artist’s programatic
pieces After the Battle of Igor Svyatoslavovich with Cumans (1880), Flying-Carpet
(1880) and A Knight at the Cross-Road (1882). The image of the bogatyr
appears in Vrubel’s work Bogatyr (1898). The motif of epic peace is stated
in the picture. The painter selects artistic devices relevant to this narrative,
striving for simplification of form and a close-up, immensity of figure.
A mythologem of femininity became a regular feature of Russian
painting of this period. In these creative works, special place was given to
female characters of a fantastical or fairytale nature: princesses, snow
maidens, mermaids and nymphs. In Russian ethnocultural tradition, the
female figure was connected with the image of motherland and cultic-magic
pictures of Tellus and Bereginya were traditionally used in folk art. The
nature of the soul and the originality of the Russian nation were revealed in
the anthropomorphising of the image of the Motherland, the native land in
its historical perception, into female form as seen, for instance, in
Vasnetsov’s Alenushka, Three Tsarevnas of the Underworld and The Snow Maiden.
The image of the Russian land is revealed through the image of women in
works by M. Nesterov, M. Vrubel, N. Rerikh and K. Petrov-Vodkin.
The influence of ornamental devices from the traditions of amateur and
folk arts was also brought to bear on professional artistic forms of painting
and graphics. Examples of this can be seen in the works of A. P.
Ryabushkin and F. A. Malyavin, where the arabesques and brilliant colours
31
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found in the decoration of traditional clothes and furniture are depicted,
bridging the gap between fine art and the ornamental forms found in folk
art. In the works of A. P. Ryabushkin (1861-1904), the main narrative
subject is of ceremonial events (round dances, Russian holidays). The
bearers of “historicity” in these works are national costumes and objects in
the environment, reconstructed with authentic precision. E. I. Kirichenko,
analysing the creative method of the painter, states, that “the ideal of beauty
of Ryabushkin is inseparable from the ideal representation of Russia, is the
most logically expressed in female images.”32 There is no direct appeal to
Russian ethnocultural tradition in the creative work of the painter, but its
influence transforms the artistic-imagery system of his paintings: he works
with pure colours, avoids the three-dimensional interpretation of forms, and
strives for ornamentality of colour and delicacy in the lines of figures and
objects, as seen in Russian Women of the 17th Century in Church (1899), Moscow
Woman of the 17th Century and Northern Idyll (1888).
Ethnocultural sources also provide the basis for the artistic imagery of
paintings by F. A. Malyavin (1869-1940), as E. I. Kirichenko writes:
“He is considered in art history to be a painter of peasant themes ... The
images of peasant women become a symbol and the personification of
everything Russian for Malyavin.”33

This can be seen, for instance, in Two Maids, A Peasant Woman and The
Singing Peasants.
In the Russian art of the period under consideration, ethnocultural
traditions are of great significance; their source is the artistic heritage of
Ancient Rus. Examples of this can be found in the creative methods of N.
S. Goncharova and E. V. Tatlin (1885-1953). N. S. Goncharova’s
idiosyncratic approach is most vividly demonstrated in The Mystic Images of
War (1914). Fine art expert N. Guryanova describes this cycle as a unique
phenomenon of artistic expression for which it is difficult to find a direct
analogue not only in Russian and Occidental art, but also in the work of the
master who created it.34 In this graphical series, the painter unites novelty
with strong influences from Russian ethnocultural traditions. Firstly,
Goncharova provides a generalised image of battle; secondly, the
composition of the cycle is built on the collision of sequential and
simultaneous effects; thirdly, it directly appeals to the traditions of bast
books, based on the principle of symmetry, and actively using the devices
of citation and pastiche.

Kirichenko 1997, p. 383.
Ibid., p. 384.
34 Guryanova 1989, p. 63.
32
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A tendency to draw upon Russian popular prints and folk art is
demonstrated in much Russian art of the 20th century. The development of
this tendency was connected with the desire to create an original national
style. To demonstrate this, the works of painters such as E. Strulev, N.
Nesterova, V. Sumarev, A. Ishin may be cited.
The consolidation of the role of ethnocultural traditions in art is also
found in the creative output of the Vladimir School of Landscape Painting.
A central movement in visual arts, the Vladimir School originated with the
creative work of V. Y. Yukin (1920), K. N. Britov (1925) and V. G.
Kokurin (1924). The nature of Mstera town35 and Akinshino village36 in
the Vladimir Region37 formed the subject-matter for these landscape
painters, who created a new artistic language, characterised by a wide
range of expressive means and support from Russian ethnocultural
traditions. In other words, the source of the style of this school of
landscape painting was nature and folk art. The creative methods of
these artists were based on the principles of ornamental painting,
incorporating stylistic features of folk art into the image-bearing system
of professional fine art.
As a Russian artistic community, the Vladimir School of Landscape
Painting existed up until the beginning of the 1980s. However, in the
second half of that decade, fine art expert O. N. Nikulina, analysing
materials in exhibitions, noted the artists had broken away from the idea of
collectivity.38 The value of the Vladimir School was not limited by the
results of the artistic works of individual members. Much as with other
artistic associations, the Vladimir School foreshadowed changes in Russian
art of the turn of the 21st century, namely, an appeal to the ethnocultural
traditions of the artist’s own region. In this period, other associations with
similar aims were being formed in Moscow, the Volga Region, the Far
East39 and Siberia. All these regional schools, distinct in their character and
composition, breadth of activity and significance to the history of Russian
art, had a similar social-cultural meaning: they were considered workshops
of the regional style.
Thus, the artistic school is a relevant source of information for the
study of ethno-art. Its originality arises from the historical conditions that
Mstera: an urban settlement in Vyaznikov District, Vladimir Administrative Division,
Russia.
36 Akinshino: a village in Novomoskovsk Administrative Division, Moscow, Russia.
37 The Vladimir Region: part of the Central Federal District of the Russian Federation.
38 Nikulina 1987, p. 45.
39 The Far East: the Eastern part of Russia, including the regions of river basins running
into the Pacific Ocean, as well as Sakhalin Island, Kuril Islands, Wrangel Island and
Komandorskie and Shantarskie Islands.
35
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led to the formation of an ethnically-oriented mentality, from a complex
interweaving of worldviews which have their base in local traditions, united
in the formal-content and image-bearing structure of its artworks.
The consideration of all these factors in combination is necessary to
understand the source of originality in local art schools from the broader
perspective of the history of art.
The use of ethnocultural traditions in the fine art of the turn of the
st
21 century is connected with the processes of of globalisation, localisation
and decentralisation. The transformation of the cultural context in which
national identity is formed determined the nature of expressions of ethnicity
found in Russian art: at first we see the non-purposeful manifestation of
local influences based on the artist’s own psychological basis in
ethnocultural traditions; then comes conscious confirmation of ethnic
origin, introducing a programmatic character to their works. This tendency
highlights the need for further study of this subject.
Ethnocultural Traditions as a Basis of
National Originality of Schools of Art
(Abstract)
In contemporary art, the problems of historical roots, ethnic and cultural identity, and
intercultural dialogue are very relevant. Ethno-cultural traditions are naturally a part of the
formation of schools of art; they contribute to their characteristics and provide a way to
look at the school’s national identity.
This article aims to define the role of ethnic and cultural traditions in shaping the
ethnocultural identity of Russian schools of art, based on the works of Russian artists.
Its findings are as follows:
1. A school of art is a historically-constituted, stable community of artists,
characterised by a common ideology, principles of creative method, and style.
2. Ethnocultural traditions represent a mechanism for the conservation,
development and broadcast of the ethnocultural experience of the people and their values,
created in the process of historical development.
3. The uniqueness of the natural and geographical environment; the common
historical past of ethnic groups; the multiethnic and multi-religious character of images
from mythology, folklore, arts and crafts; and creative method as a set of principles
reflecting the ethnic worldview are all part of creating the ethnocultural uniqueness of the
Russian School of art.
4. The Russian School of art is unique, valuable in itself and yet international; it is a
part of world heritage, presented through the “cultural codes” of Russia. Its continuity
manifests in the inheritance and preservation of ethnocultural traditions, artistic and
aesthetic ideas and the principles of realistic painting.
With the development of globalisation, which proclaims the equality of all the
traditions of the multi-faceted world, this topic has significant research potential. The
results of this study suggest the direction of further theoretical and methodological
questions regarding the relationship of ethnos and art, such as exploring the degree of
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influence ethnocultural traditions have on the formation of the creative methods and styles
of national schools.
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